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CEPRA Beach Monitoring Program:

Bryan Beach: Site Photos

Post-Hurricane Harvey

11 Dec 2017
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CEPRA Beach Monitoring Program:

Indianola Beach: Site Photos

Post- Hurricane Harvey

7 Dec 2017
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CEPRA Beach Monitoring Program:

North Beach: Site Photos
Post-Hurricane Harvey
15 Jan 2018
Transect 22+00, closer to the bay looking SW toward the Lexington

Transect 24+00, closer to the street looking SW toward the Lexington
Transect 14+00, closer to the street looking NE toward Fajitaville

Transect 14+00, closer to the street looking NE toward Fajitaville, enlarged.
Transect 14+00, closer to the bay looking SW toward the Lexington

Transect 14+00, closer to the bay looking NE toward Fajitaville
Between Transect 16+00 & 18+00 by closer to the bay looking NE toward Fajitaville
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CEPRA Beach Monitoring Program:

Rockport Beach: Site Photos
Post-Hurricane Harvey

30 Dec 2017
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CEPRA Beach Monitoring Program:
Sargent Beach: Site Photos
Post-Hurricane Harvey
12 Oct 2017
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CEPRA Beach Monitoring Program:
Surfside Beach: Site Photos
Post-Hurricane Harvey
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CEPRA Beach Monitoring Program:
Sylvan Beach: Site Photos
Post- Hurricane Harvey
7 Dec 2017
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CEPRA Beach Monitoring Program:
Sylvan Beach: Damage Photos
Post-Hurricane Harvey
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